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Chapter 0

Introduction

MOON DUCHIN

You’ve probably been hearing about gerrymandering lately. As I write in 2021, the
U.S. Supreme Court has heard cases fromWisconsin, Maryland, Texas, Virginia,
and North Carolina in its last two terms, if only to give back equivocal answers.
Meanwhile, in Pennsylvania, plaintiffs pressed a partisan gerrymandering suit
and prevailed in state court in 2018, followed by a frenzied few weeks with new
proposed maps flying around, and finally a brand-new set of congressional dis-
tricts, with sweeping effects for the Congressional delegation.1 In North Carolina,
multiple state-level cases fared better than the federal one, and the state put new
congressional and legislative districts in place by the 2020 election, one tick before
they would have had to be redrawn anyway in the new Census cycle.

What was at stake in these cases? Apparently quite a few seats, for one thing. Penn-
sylvania’s newmap coincided with a major shift in its congressional delegation,
from 13–5 Republican control to a 9–9 split. Was that responsive to shifts in the
vote, or a mere function of the carefully re-drawn lines?

Gerrymandering, or agenda-driven line-drawing, is a practice (and an anxiety) as
old as the Republic. In a country that vests power in elected representatives, there
will always be skirmishes and scrapping for control of the process, and in a system
like our House of Representatives where winner-takes-all within a geographical
district, the delineation itself is a natural battleground.

1Full disclosure: I got a front-seat view of Pennsylvania’s districting reboot as a consulting expert for
Governor TomWolf.
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0 .1 U.S . ELECTORAL DISTRICTS 101

• The U.S. House of Representatives has 435 members, ever since 1911. They
must be elected one per district by common practice that was made official
in law in the 1960s.a The picture shows the 432 in the continental U.S. circa
2019.

• State legislatures currently have 7308 members, all elected from districts. (Over
1000 of them are elected from multi-member districts.)

• Many thousands more elected representatives sit on city councils that are elected
from districts—New York and Chicago have the two largest city councils, with
51 and 50 districts respectively.

• And then there are school districts, county commissions, ambulance districts,
water boards, executive commissions, and more. The U.S. Census Bureau
conducted a count of local governments in 2017, enumerating around 90,000
across the country.b

• “One person, one vote” jurisprudence from the Supreme Court (from the 1960s
onward) tells us that electoral districts should be population-balanced within
their jurisdiction—so zones to elect a school board must have nearly the same
population, even if zones defining school attendance need not.

• We usually use plurality or “first past the post” voting in districts—i.e., the
single candidate with the most votes wins. There are exceptions, like the multi-
member legislative districts mentioned above, and the many local elections that
use “at-large” schemes to fill several seats at once.

• We have two major parties, but the parties have shifted significantly over
American history and certainly might continue to do so. For elections where
candidates run with a party ID, there is often a primary several months in
advance to pick the nominee in each party before the inter-party competition in
the general election.

• Incumbency advantage is enormous. U.S. House races happen every two years,
and for instance in 2016 only five incumbents ran for re-election but lost in the
primary; another eight lost in the general election; and 380 were re-elected, for
an overall success rate in the neighborhood of 97%.c

aApportionment Act of 1911, Pub.L. 62–5; 2 U.S.C. §2c “no district to elect more than one
Representative”

bhttps://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/cog.html
cBrookings Institute, Vital Statistics on Congress.

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/cog.html
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I am amathematician with a background in geometry (shape) and dynamics (sys-
tems inmotion). I have a long-standing investment in civil rights work and social
movements. I’m also invested in social studies of science, and I like to think about
how scientific argument circulates in politics, policy, and law—how technical ex-
pertise acts in the social sphere. This comes with a healthy skepticism of scores
andmetrics that promise to take a complicated thing andmake it simple. So gerry-
mandering is an irresistible problem for me. It’s all about peeling back layers of
intuition about shapes, numbers, and power.

Today the primary image of gerrymandering centers on party politics, but the long
history of manipulative redistricting has been driven bymany other agendas, like
back-room deals to make safe seats for incumbents or to dice up a district to stick
it to a hated rival. And it’s impossible to understand the current context or the bulk
of the jurisprudence without contending with the history of schemes to suppress
the political power of racial minorities, especially Black and Latino voters—not a
practice of the past, but one that’s even arguably on the rise in places where new
demographic formations are visible. All of these flavors of gerrymandering have in
common their basic structure: draw the lines to arrange pluralities for one set of
voters and dilute the influence of the other voters.

This is stubbornly difficult to identify. People think they know gerrymandering by
two hallmarks: bizarre shapes and disproportionate outcomes. But neither one is
reliable.

1 HOW (NOT) TO SPOT A GERRYMANDER

1 .1 BIZARRE SHAPES

We think crazy shapes tip us off tomoustache-twirling gerrymanderers for a few
reasons. The simplest is that we can easily imagine that the district line had to
veer around wildly to include this pocket of people, but not that one. This seems
especially likely if a district has been made to narrowly favor one party’s voters
in election after election. Another reason—if we expect that different kinds of
people with shared community interests tend to clump together—is that jagged
lines may indicate that an unspoken agenda has dominated over the contours
of neighborhoods and communities. Finally and possibly most persuasively, we
may worry that those who draw the lines just have toomuch detailed control over
outcomes. Wildly winding boundaries flaunt the power of the pen.

The1812episode that gaveus theword “gerrymander” sprang fromthis samepileof
intuitions. The name is derived from Elbridge Gerry, governor of Massachusetts at
the time. Gerry has quite a Founding Father pedigree—member of Congress, James
Madison’s vice president, amajor player at theU.S. Constitutional Convention—so
it’s remarkable that he’s mainly remembered in connection with nefarious redis-
tricting. The “Gerry-mander,” or Gerry’s salamander, was the curvy state Senate
district in Boston’s North Shore that was allegedly drawn to favor one party, Gerry’s
Democratic-Republicans, over the rival Federalists (see Figure 1). A woodcut po-
litical cartoon ran in the Boston Gazette in 1812 with wings and claws and fangs
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suggestively added to the contours of the district to heighten its appearance of
reptilian contortions—Figure 2 shows a SalemGazette adaptation the next year.

So the idea that eccentric shapes are red flags for wrongdoing is old. And just as
old is the idea that close-knit districts promote democratic ideals. Even before
the notorious Gerry-mander, JamesMadison had written in the Federalist Papers
(1787) that “the natural limit of a democracy is that distance from the central point
which will just permit themost remote citizens to assemble as often as their public
functions demand”—in other words, districts should be transitable to promote
the possibility of deliberation. The new federalist model would knit these together:
the United States was to be a republic built from these districts, serving as its
constituent democracies. Forming districts of manageable size would ensure that
the representatives have knowledge of “peculiar local interests” to be conveyed to
the legislature (Fed. 14, 37, 56). So here, shape is in themix but only as a correlate
of function. In 1901, a federal apportionment act marked the first appearance in
U.S. law of the vague desideratum that districts should be composed of “compact
territory.” That word compact then proliferated throughout the legal landscape of
redistricting as a districting criterion, but almost always without a definition.2

Figure 1: Democratic-Republican Thomas Jefferson (left) and Federalist Alexander Hamilton (right)
disagreeing over the compactness of this district. (Reenactment.)

Going back to the 1810s, the language from the Original Gerrymander broadsides
is instructive. In the SalemGazette, the democratic sins of the district are that it “cut
up and severed this Commonwealth” much like “the arbitrary deeds of Napoleon
when he partitioned the territories of innocent nations to suit his sovereign will.”
The geographic sins are those of its “peculiarities” of shape: three towns too far
north, a town from a separate county “tacked on,” and so on.

2Apportionment Act of 1901, 31 Statute 733. For a precise definition, see Chapter 1.
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Figure 2: The O.G. (Original Gerrymander)
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There’s no question that the outline of a crooked reptile is doing a lot of work on
your intuition. If this feels like an “eyeball test,” that’s exactly what it is, and it’s
a major driver in redistricting to this day. Thirty-seven states have some sort of
shape regulation on the books, and in almost every case (at least until the map
goes to court!) the eyeball test is king.

But the problem is that the eyeballed outline of a district tells you a very partial,
and often very misleading, story. Take Alabama’s 1st district (Figure 3), bounded to
the south by the jagged Gulf coast and to the north by a pair of rivers.

Figure 3: Alabama’s 1st district.

The parts of its boundary that are not dictated by physical geography tend to follow
county lines fairly faithfully. And county lines may be tortuous themselves, but
you wouldn’t want to punish a district for following them! (In fact, many states
have rules telling you that district lines should follow county lines “to the extent
practicable.”) This spotlights abalancingact that is both real andoften scapegoated:
districters quite often will claim that other districting rules and principles forced
horrible shapes on them. The plausibility of this claim.... varies, to say the least.

For instance, Figure 4 shows a pair of notorious districts, one fromNorth Carolina
and one fromMaryland. Party politicians on both sides of the aisle claimed (and
may have believed!) that the shape of NC-12 was forced on them by the Voting
Rights Act. And at least one leading political figure asserted (but surely did not
believe) that MD-3 had to look this tortured to hit a precise population number.3

Certainly there can be benign reasons for ugly shapes. Even more importantly,
districts that are plump and squat and symmetrical to the eye offer no real seal
of quality. For example, in the 2018 redistricting scrum in Pennsylvania, the state
Supreme Court invalidated the 2011 Congressional plan and asked for a new one.
Interestingly, the court order named a number of metrics that had to be calculated
for any new plan, including five somewhat different scores of shape to be reported
for each district, without specifying what role all those numbers would have in
their decision. First crack at a new plan goes to the legislature, which had the
opportunity to commission a new plan and to pass it as a bill. They didn’t end
up voting on it, but the Republican leadersMike Turzai (House) and Joe Scarnati

3John T. Willis, the Democratic party stalwart who chaired the redistricting subcommittee, said: “It’s
a very complex situation, and population is the No. 1 driving characteristic. ...All of our congressional
districts don’t deviate by more than one person.” See E. Batista, “Politics Makes Strange Bedfellows,
Even Stranger Congressional Boundaries,” perma.cc/P6Z4-S2NL.

https://perma.cc/P6Z4-S2NL
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Figure 4: Examples of scapegoating: North Carolina’s 12th district andMaryland’s 3rd, circa 2013.

(Senate) floated an alternative plan on Twitter before filing it with the court—so I’ll
call it “the Twitter plan.” The Twitter plan achieved glowing compactness scores,
under all five formulas specified by the court, relative to themuch-mocked 2011
enacted plan that it was aimed at replacing. But the court found that despite its
more pleasing forms, the plan locked in the same extreme partisan skew as its
predecessor. So in Pennsylvania, you can get extreme performance with innocent
shapes (see Figure 5).

—Snakey!— —Plump!—

Figure 5: Philadelphia-area inset of the 2011 enacted Congressional plan (left) and the replacement
map proposed in 2018 by Republican legislative leaders (the “Twitter plan,” right). The replacement
looks great, but both plans only have 4 out of 18 Democratic-majority districts when laid over the 2016
Senate vote pattern, which was nearly equal between the twomajor parties. (Compare Figure 12.)

In fact, someof the reasonwhy shapeswere often soflagrantly ugly in thepast is not
that horrible contourswere strictly needed formore extremepartisanperformance,
but that the right kinds of pressure were not yet in force to rein them in.4 What’s
more, the Twitter plan is not the exception—even strong shape imperatives may
fail to constrain. Under scrutiny, line-drawers can often lock in all the advantage
afforded by an ugly plan while keeping the shapes nice and plump.

4The era of shape-based legal invalidation really began in the 1990s with the so-called Shaw Line
of Supreme Court cases (see Chapter 7), when the court grumbled about—but still began to engage
in—“endless beauty contests” about district appearance.
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0 .2 THE RULES OF REDISTRICTING

Redistricting is made extremely complicated by a patchwork of rules that are typically
unranked and often fuzzy to boot. Here’s a quick primer on the “traditional redistricting
principles” across the country, plus some that are less traditional but still make
appearances.

Equal population—Districts within a polity should
all have very close to the same population. The
standard way to count is to use the Decennial
Census numbers, which is one of the reasons why
the Census is so important. This rule applies to the
whole nation, and these days any two Congressional
districts within a state will most often have a zero-
or one-person difference in their Census count!a

Contiguous—Each district should be a single connected component. You may be
surprised to hear that only around 30 states require this property by law. This rule
is mostly straightforward except when you’re building from units that are themselves
disconnected, or where there are water crossings to consider.

Compact—The districts should be reasonably shaped. ...Whatever that means!
Language varies on this one, but for the most part it’s a matter of the eyeball test. At
least 37 states reference this principle.

Voting Rights Act—The districts must
not undercut the opportunity for minority
communities to elect candidates of choice.
This has been a federal law on the books
since 1965 and has a formidable (and
formidably complicated) legal history and
practice.

Communities of interest—Groups with
significant shared interests should be
strategically placed in order to boost their
voice in government. While it’s one of the
most conceptually important, this principle
is especially open-ended. Shared interests
could be about industry, environment, or
culture, and groups are sometimes better
served by being kept together and
sometimes by forming a significant part of
multiple districts. More states will take
concrete steps toward COI consideration in
the 2021 redistricting cycle than in any
previous cycle.

Political boundaries—Counties, cities, and other relevant jurisdictions should not be
split among multiple districts when there is a way to keep them whole. In some states,
this is phrased as a preference that district lines should follow political boundary lines.
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Units—Some states prescribe which building-block
pieces plans should be assembled from. For
instance, Louisiana and New Mexico mandate whole
precincts in legislative plans, and Iowa requires that
counties be kept whole in congressional districts.

Nesting—Eight states currently require the state
House districts to nest inside the state Senate
districts two-to-one, and two additional states
require three-to-one nesting.

Incumbency—In some states, there is a rule
on the books that implies that new maps
should avoid pairing incumbents to run against
each other. (Pairing incumbents also goes by
the colorful name “double-bunking”!) In other
states, the rules forbid having the redistricters
consider incumbency at all.

Partisan properties—A handful of states
have rules indicating that there is a priority on
the creation of competitive districts or districts
that react responsively to changes in voter
opinion, and numerous states have considered
adopting language of that kind. Several other
states forbid considering partisan data in the
redistricting process.

ancsl.org/research/redistricting/2010-ncsl-redistricting-deviation-table.aspx

1 .2 DISPROPORTIONATE OUTCOMES

So district shape will not do the trick on its own. How about if we cut out the
middleman and get right to the bottom line, studying the extent to which the
representatives match the electorate. Many people hold the strong intuition that
disproportions give prima facie evidence of abuse. That is, a group with 30% of the
voteswould have gotten 30% of the seats, if the lines had not been rigged.

But not so fast. Let’s zoom in on a particular case to understand some of the root
causes of disproportionate outcomes. We’ll look at a subgroup that reliably has over
1/3 of the votes but is locked out of even 1/9 of the Congressional representation:
Republicans inmy home state of Massachusetts.5 This is a situation where even

5Let me flag at the outset that it’s hard to directly measure people’s party preferences for Congress

https://www.ncsl.org/research/redistricting/2010-ncsl-redistricting-deviation-table.aspx
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if your heart expects or desires a proportional outcome, the structure gods are
cruel—it can’t be done.

If you consider the elections for President and U.S. Senate held in MA since the
year 2000, the Republican share of the statewide vote is most often between 30 and
40%, averaging over 36%. Since that’s well over a third of the vote and we have nine
seats to fill, youmight expect a fair map to send three Republicans to the House
in each cycle; meanwhile, the last time a Republican won anyMACongressional
district was in 1994.6 That is thirteen straight election cycles of total Republican
lockout. So wemust be looking at a vicious gerrymander that denies Republicans
their rightful opportunity districts, right?

Except themathematicshere exonerates theBayState line-drawers. TheBush-Gore
election in 2000 is a great example. There is literally noway to put together a subset
of the state’s 351 townsmaking up enoughpopulation for a district—nomatter now
disconnected and scattered—that preferred Bush. That sounds like a paradox, but
it’s easily explained. Though Bush won 35.2% of the statewide vote, only 32 towns
preferred Bush outright, making up under 3% of the state population. Preferences
were veryflat around the average, and there just aren’t enoughBush-majority towns
to anchor a district, nomatter how cleverly you group them.7

Thestate started reportingmoregranularprecinct-level results just after that, giving
us an opportunity to see that the pattern held up inMassachusetts all through that
Census cycle. Kenneth Chase, the Republican challenger to Ted Kennedy in 2006,
cracked 30% of the statewide vote. But once again the districting numbers don’t
shakeout forChasevoters. It ismathematically impossible to createa singledistrict-
sized grouping of precincts that preferred Chase; this is a realistic redistricting
settingbecauseprecincts are typically preservedwhole inMassachusetts legislative
plans and rarely broken up in congressional plans. Chase voters simply were not
clustered enough for a district to give them access to representation.

The problem is that even though Republican voters are nearly a third of the state,
they are also about a third of every town and a third of every precinct—and a third
of every household, as far as I know!—so no combination of units can combine
to form a Republican majority, even if you throw niceties like compactness and
contiguity to the winds. And this phenomenon carries over to any group in the
numerical minority. You need a certain level of nonuniformity in the distribution
for districting to offer even a theoretical opportunity to elect. The takeaway is that
districts are ineffective if a minority is dispersed.

fromMassachusetts, because the races are so often uncontested, as five out of nine seats were in 2016.
Also, like many states, Massachusetts votes Democratic for national office but loves its Republican
governors. But really I just want to make a point about the consequences of certain distributions of
votes, so we can look at statewide elections for federal office—Senate and President—to understand
that.

6If there are ninedistricts, eachhas about 11%of the state population—since you just need aplurality
to prevail, you shouldbe able to control a districtwith just 6%of the statewide vote. (The apportionment
forMassachusetts dropped from 10 to 9 during this timeframe, but I will stick with 9 districts to simplify
the discussion.) So Republicans routinely get more than six times the vote support needed to control a
district.

7Exercise for the enterprising reader: collecting units in order of Republican vote share is a less
effective greedy strategy than going by Republican margin per capita. You can find an appropriate
sorting lemma in Duchin et al. [1].
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So as a system of representation, districting doesn’t start out looking like it will
provide strong guarantees for minority groups (which includes Republicans in
Massachusetts). And that’s only looking at the population shares in the units and
not at their spatial arrangement, which often compounds the difficulty. Even the
mildest constraints on shape, like requiring that each district be one connected
piece, make it harder to convert scattered votes for a minority-preferred candidate
into representation. In a fairly ironic turn, this means that minority groups with
themost strongly segregated geographic patterns—like racial groups historically
targeted by discriminatory housing policy—may be in the best position to leverage
the system of districts to secure representation. Spatially dispersed groups have
no hope. Suddenly it looks unreasonable to expect that representative democracy
canmake good use of winner-take-all districts.

We have identified a problemwith the system: districts beget disproportion. Let’s
look tomathematics tomeasure the extent of this problem, and to try tounderstand
some of themechanisms that cause it.

2 THE UNIVERSE OF POSSIBIL ITIES

We want to understand how districts might be able to provide some minority
representation within a majoritarian paradigm. More broadly, we just want to
understand what they can and can’t do. It would be enormously useful to be able
to survey all of the possible districting plans that satisfy some basic constraints,
and then reason from there.

Mathematicians like to ease into a hard problem by first abstracting to a “toy
problem”—an ultra-simplifiedmodel that helps illuminate structural issues. So
instead of directly tackling the question at hand (what are all the ways to divide the
geographical units in a state into nearly equipopulous districts?) we’ll start much
simpler: redistricting a small square grid with homogeneous units. This is already
hard, as it turns out.

2 .1 NUMBER

Maybe I’vemade some progress in convincing you that neither weird shape nor
glaring disproportion gives a sure stand-alone indicator of gerrymandering. If you
want to evaluate whether an election result shouldmake you distrust the districts,
you should really be comparing the plan to other possible ways of districting the
same jurisdiction. The catch is that studying theuniverseofpossibleplansbecomes
an intractable problem.

When you think about “big data,” you probably think of space exploration and
medical imaging. It may come as a surprise that the humble math problem of how
many ways to cut up a square pie belongs in the same conversation.

Think of a simple 4×4 grid, and suppose you want to divide it into four “districts”
of equal size, 4 units each. The only requirement is that the districts should be
contiguous. If we imagine the regions on a chessboard and we interpret contiguity
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tomean that a rook (traveling vertically and horizontally) should be able to visit the
whole district, then there are exactly 117 ways to do it, summarized in Figure 6.8
I’ll denote rook-contiguous partitions of the n ×n grid into k equal districts as
the n ×n → k problem, for short. A cleverly programmed laptop can generate the
4×4 → 4 solutions instantly.

×1

×2

×4

×8

Figure 6: The 4×4 gridhas 117 four-district plans—startwith the 22 types shownhere andapply rotations
and reflections to get the full list. Try for yourself! Nomatter how you rotate or reflect the first plan, it
looks the same (so it only contributes ×1 to the ultimate list), but each plan on the next row is one of a
pair of variants (so they contribute ×2).

But to my surprise—forgive me, I’m trained as a theorist—I’ve learned that it’s not
obvious how to get even a high-performance machine running the best known
algorithms to count all the possible configurations in a reasonable amount of time.
At the timeofwriting, our bestmethods canhandle 7×7 → 7 in seconds and 8×8 → 8
inminutes, but the 9×9 is a muchmore formidable computing task and the 10×10
is out of reach. Now try 18 districts built fromPennsylvania precincts!—it’s not only
a far bigger problem (9059 units) but has amore complicated connection topology
of the units, with no symmetry to exploit. Forget about getting an answer during a
10-year census cycle; this complete enumeration calculation almost certainly can’t
be done before the heat death of the universe.

One reason for that is that the contiguity and balance constraints are stubbornly
nonlocal,meaning that if you just look in one small neighborhood you can’t be sure
that adistrict is globally connectedor that it’s the right size. And these requirements
have a lot of bite: unconstrained, there are roughly 416/4! = 179millionways to label
16 grid squares as belonging to district 1, 2, 3, or 4. Balance (insisting that each
district is of equal size) cuts it down to

(16
4

)(12
4

)(8
4

)
/4! = 2.6million. Contiguitywithout

balance cuts it down to 62,741. And both together leave youwith just 117. So “brute
force” algorithms that have to check all possible labelings just don’t scale. This
seems to call for a clever idea and not just the determination to search exhaustively.

Unfortunately, the problem doesn’t reduce in a nice way: knowing the full answer
for smaller grids gets us nowhere at all with the n ×n. (In math-speak, the problem
lacks recursive structure.) So to find the very large number of valid partitions, you’re
searching blindly in an exorbitantly larger ambient space.

8If corner adjacency is permitted—so-called “queen contiguity”—the number jumps to 2620.
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2 .2 CLUSTERING

Since we can’t simply build out all the plans, we will need to start understanding
what features of the problem have important consequences for the measurements
we care about. If we are trying to divide a population of two types into districts,
it really matters how that population is laid out over the area we are dividing.
Let’s call this the political geography. We’ve already seen that political geography
doomed the hapless Republican voters ofMassachusetts—theywere too uniformly
distributed across the units (towns or precincts) to secure representation. They
were not clustered enough.

On the other hand, conventional wisdom in redistricting carries the strong view
that 21st centuryDemocrats are disadvantagedby excessive clustering. “Democrats
pack themselves!” as the slogan goes—because the votes are densely arranged in
dense cities, even party-blind redistricting tends to create wastefully high Demo-
cratic percentages in urban districts, causing inefficient packing (shares far higher
than needed) in parts of the map and cracking (shares just below the winning
threshold) in others. But themath is actually subtle.

If too little clustering is bad and toomuch clustering is bad, is there is a sweet spot?
Let’s explore in a toy grid. Below I’ve represented four configurations in a 6×6 grid,
each with one-third of units marked with a club suit (Figure 7).
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♣

♣

20 same / 40 diff

Figure 7: Spatiality matters! For each of these different ways of arranging 12 clubs voters, I’ve used a
“same/different” count tomeasure clustering. by noting howmany pairs of neighbors havematching
or different symbols; for instance, 44 pairs of neighbors in the orange grid have the same marking
(club-club or blank-blank) while 16 neighbor pairs are different (club-blank). In network science, this
kind of same/different statistic is called assortativity. This captures something (but not everything)
about the geometry of the configuration.

I can try partitioning these into six same-sized “districts” and see howmuch the
layout matters, even while the vote share stays constant. Try it for yourself—some
of these symbol layouts give you greater control of the outcome than others. Some
spatial arrangements make it possible to lock out the clubs voters from repre-
sentation entirely; in other arrangements, it’s possible to overshoot proportional
representation. For instance, I can shut out the blue grid’s clubs voters by drawing
vertical-stripes districts. The best I can do if I’m trying tomaximize their represen-
tation, on the other hand, is to draw a plan that gives them two districts out of six,
and that’s not so easy to find. This world of possibility is almost disjoint from the
one afforded by the political geography in the orange grid!

How the distribution of clubs votes relates to district outcomes is surprisingly
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subtle. But in this small example, it’s themost clustered arrangement (green) that
is in line with proportional representation (1/3 of the votes tending to earn 1/3 of
the seats), and this is way better than the outcomes I should expect of a typical
layout. We can see histograms summarizing all the possible ways of districting
these grids in Figure 8. The very best layout possible for 12 clubs voters is the one
shown in orange—the expectation is actually slightly super-proportional!—but
others with a similar clustering score are not as advantageous. The spatial effects
are stubbornlymultidimensional; political geography is not captured in a single
clustering score.9
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Figure 8: Howmuch can I gerrymander? This plot shows howmany seats would be won by the clubs
party for every single way of districting the grid—there are 451,206 contiguous plans in all. (I gave clubs
credit for .5 of a district if it got three out of six votes.) The top row is uniform: all plans are weighted
equally, so for instance themost common outcome on the red grid is that two out of six seats are held by
the clubs party. The bottom row shows the exact same set of possibilities, but where plans are weighted
according to compactness—plump plans get heavier weight and snakey plans contribute more lightly
to their histogram bars. (To be precise, this uses spanning tree weighting, which will be explained a bit
further below.) So if there’s a preference for choosing compact plans, the two-seats outcome becomes
overwhelmingly likely on the red grid.

Wewere able to unearth considerable complexity in the problem by completely
enumerating the plans for the 6×6 → 6 districting problem. Now consider that
I’m not able to construct all the plans even for a 9×9 grid, and I can’t even count
all the possibilities for a 10× 10 grid or reasonably estimate the possibilities for
Pennsylvania’s precincts. How can I assess the consequences of the “political
geography” to disentangle gerrymandering from the neutral consequences of
districting?

9Or at least not this clustering score (meaning assortativity, or the “same/diff” count shown above),
or any that I have seen or tried—see Chapter 15 for more discussion of spatial statistics. It would take a
lot of space to provide enough examples tomake this point fully, but you can play with spatial effects
yourself at mggg.org/metagraph.

https://mggg.org/metagraph/
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2 .3 SAMPLING

This sounds like a hopeless state of affairs. We’re trying to evaluate one way of
cuttingupa state, butwithout anymeasureof the sizeof theuniverseof alternatives,
let alone a catalog of its properties to compare against. This sounds like groping
around in a dark, infinite wilderness.

The good news is that even universes that can’t be definitively mapped can often
be effectively explored with random sampling. You don’t need to talk to every
American to conduct a good poll; you can use statistics from a representative
sample to understand the wider universe. To do this well, you’ll need to think
about weighting and sample size. (We’ll return to this below.)

There is a bevy of sampling techniques youmight use for redistricting (Chapter
16, Chapter 17). Instead of profiling those, let’s stay broad. What it is to be a
representative sample in any context?

Building a Sample

Step 1. Come up with relevant categories or types;

Step 2. Construct a raw sample that encounters all relevant types;

Step 3. Re-weight the raw sample to reflect the population you want to represent.

Let’s stick with polling to illustrate some of the issues in play. There are a lot of
ways to fail as a pollster! Supposemy ultimate goal is to get a sample of intended
voters that is representative of the electorate. If my whole poll is conducted by
cell phone calling, then I will entirely miss some kinds of people—those who don’t
have cell phones, or those who don’t pick up from an unknown number. If a lot of
people hang up onmewhen they hearmy first question, I’ll have too few responses
from a certain type of voter. In order to counteract the over-representation and
under-representation inmy raw sample (relative to the electorate), I need to do
work to come up with relevant categories, such as “AngryWhite GuyWho Thinks
Coronavirus Is A Hoax” (AWGWTCIAH). I will then need a sense of howmuch of
the electorate is made up of AWGWTCIAH so that I can counteract the skew inmy
sample relative to the universe I want to represent. That lets me re-weight my raw
sample so that AWGWTCIAH voting preferences are in balance.

If you are thinking “Well, I don’t know any AWGWTCIAH!”—yes, that is kind of my
point. A uniform distribution on your friends and family, or even a uniform distri-
bution on the voting-age public, is not going to give you a sample that represents
the electorate. It’s easy to miss that a lot of fundamental conceptual work happens
in Step 1 and Step 3. It’s also easy to forget that if Step 2 fails, so that you never
encounter certain types, it can’t be corrected by re-weighting.

These reweighting ideas are crucially important in redistricting, because there is a
type of silly and unreasonable districting plan that wants to dominate your sample
if you let it! Namely, there is an over-supply of plans that are sowild and snakey and
flagrantly noncompact that they look like fractals and put the original gerrymander
to shame (Figure 9).
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0 .3 BUILDING RANDOM SAMPLES OF PLANS

Markov chain Monte Carlo, or MCMC, is an industry standard across scientific domains
for impossible search tasks such as ours. It’s a tool capable of decoding ciphertext,
probing the properties and phase transitions of liquids, finding provably accurate fast
approximations for hard computational problems, and more. (Persi Diaconis’s classic
2009 survey [3] estimates that 10–15% of statistical work in science and engineering
is driven by MCMC, and the number has probably only gone up since then.)

Essentially, the strategy of MCMC for sampling a collection of objects is just to take a
random walk in the universe of objects and see what you see. In our case, you can
start at any districting plan and make a random transformation to obtain another,
then iterate as many times as you like. Then you can compare a proposed plan to
the ensemble that you encountered on your random walk. It turns out that for many
problems where solutions are hard to construct exhaustively, you can still sample quite
efficiently if you have a well-designed engine for making those iterative alterations.
You’re building out what you need from a starting point, using chains of elementary
moves.

So you take a million, a billion, or a trillion steps and look at the aggregate statistics.
There’s mathematics in the background (ergodic theory, to be precise) guaranteeing
that if you random-walk in a suitable space for long enough, you’ll hit a probabilistic
steady-state. This allows you to collect a sample whose properties are representative
of the overall universe, typically far before you’ve encountered every alternative.

I’ve been involved in developing a family of samplers called “ReCom” (or recombination)
that are powered by large moves in the space of plans, and for which we have a good
approximate description of how their ensembles ultimately distribute. Heads up:
recombination-style samplers do not weight all districting plans equally, and that’s
a good thing! Weighting all plans equally would tend to put far more weight on
noncompact districting plans than on plausibly compact ones, just because of how
many more ways there are to be snakey than plump.

ReCom works by fusing two whole districts at every step, choosing a district skele-
ton called a spanning tree, then finding a place to snip the tree that leaves two
population-balanced pieces behind. Once they converge, ReCom samplers draw from
(approximately) the distribution that weights plans according to the number of span-
ning trees of their districts. (A different elementary move would target a different
distribution; you can think of this as the distributional design of the random walk.)
This distribution is precisely the “compact-weighted” one that produced the club-suit
statistics in the bottom row of Figure 8.a The spanning tree distribution nicely
blends visual compactness, in that it favors fat over spindly districts, and functional
compactness, because it favors plans that have more connections within relative to
connections between the districts.

Today the cutting-edge scientific questions concern better theoretical guarantees and
convergence diagnostics, as well as efficient implementations. And together with all
this, we must keep building persuasive ways of talking about it!

aThis distribution gives the most compact partitions of the grid over 11 million times
the weight of the least compact ones. Chapter 17 and particularly Sidebar 17.8 provide the
ingredients to compute this for yourself!
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Plausible Typical

Figure 9: If you don’t re-weight, your plans will look crazy! In a uniform sample where all contiguous
and population-balanced plans are counted equally, over 99% of plans will look wildly noncompact. If
you try to fix this by just setting a worst allowable compactness score, then 99% of plans will be at the
worst level you allowed and you will essentially never see compact ones.

So finding good ways to sample while maintaining reasonable compactness is the
name of the game—we need to over-sample or up-weight the compact plans in
order to collect an ensemble that is plausible for the redistricting application, and
we would like to do so by an elegant mechanism that leaves us able to explain why
and by howmuch we weight somemore than others. In my lab we’ve developed a
method thatweights plans indirect proportion to the compactness of their districts,
and only that—nohidden factors. (See Chapter 17.) Then other plan criteria can be
layered in. A uniform sample of all plans is both intractable and not that valuable;
a representative sample of plausible, valid plans is the goal.

3 THEORY MEETS PRACTICE

What happens when we scale up from a small grid to, say, Pennsylvania? That is,
howwould plausible redistricting plans tend to look if drawnwithout a partisan
agenda? Let’s be careful: that’s a really different question from locating partisan
fairness, let alone living up to our highest ideals of representative democracy. And
it allows us to stay in descriptivemode (what do plansmade with no election data
look like in partisan terms?) rather than making normative declarations (this is
how party spoils “should” be distributed).

3 .1 THE DATA

First, real-worldmodeling demands the collection and preparation of data. And,
as always, there’s a whole story to be told about that. Throughout this book and
all of the debates about how best to study gerrymandering, there’s a fundamental
need for a certain kind of data that is very hard to get.

Americans vote in precincts, which are geographical units for election administra-
tion that usually have a population of a few hundred to a few thousand. (Typically,
each precinct has a single polling place, but it’s sometimes several-to-one in either
direction.)
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For instance, the math department at Tufts is in a small building that has two
entrances, each in different precincts. Themain entrance is in one precinct (popu-
lation 3902 in the 2010 Census), and the back entrance is in another (population
3567). Election results are typically reported in cast vote totals per precinct. So the
MASecretary of Statewebsite tells us that the front-doorprecinctwent 1270–120 for
Clinton over Trump in 2016, while the back-door precinct went 1013–167. What’s
more, those precincts are in different cities and different Congressional districts!
The front door is represented by Katherine Clark and the back door is represented
by Ayanna Pressley.

0 .4 THE PRECINCT PROBLEM

At the Voting Rights Data Institute in 2018, a team led by Ruth Buck, Katie Jolly, and
Katya Kelly put dozens of students to work on figuring out the precinct boundaries
from the 2016 elections in Ohio. We called all 88 counties to ask the simple question:
can you send us a map of your precincts? 46 counties sent shapefiles, which are
the industry standard digital format for spatial data. 27 counties had PDF maps. 8
counties sent paper maps (including highway maps with marker and tape!). 7 had
nothing. We spent hundreds of person-hours digitizing and georeferencing the maps
to build a statewide shapefile.a And that was for one year’s elections!

So whenever you see highly granular color-coded maps of election results, think twice
about the accuracy of the dataset. (I’m looking at you, New York Times!b)

President 2016 vote
45.74% D / 54.26% R

Senate 2016 vote
39.04% D / 60.96% R

These look nearly the same to
the eye, but we’ll find that
they give very different
districted outcomes!

(Figure 10)

aThe artistic rendering here is by Emilia Alvarez. See github.com/mggg-states for details.
b“An Extremely DetailedMap of the 2016 Election,” 25 July, 2018.

https://github.com/mggg-states/OH-shapefiles
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/upshot/election-2016-voting-precinct-maps.html
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Since the precincts are where the votes are reported, you really need to knowwhere
they are located to analyze the impact of districting lines. But believe it or not, in
most states in the country, nobody knows where all the precinct boundaries are at
any givenmoment. That’s because local election officials—usually county officials,
but in some states likeMA andWI it’s actually town officials—have the authority
to administer elections and to change the precincts, and inmany states they have
no reporting requirements, so even the secretary of state is not kept abreast of
changes.10 For the rest of the chapter, we’ll restrict ourselves to states where it is
reliably reported, or where someone has painstakingly assembled it.

3 .2 POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY

Data in hand, we’ll churn out a party-blind sample of plans and see how they cut up
the votes into representation. This givesus a capsule summaryof the consequences
of political geography. For the following three sets of three states, we’ve built 50,000
random plans that are compact, contiguous, and population-balanced for each
state. Each of these states had a U.S. Senate election in either 2016 or 2012; I
have laid the random plans over the voting pattern for the Senate election and
for the Presidential election the same year. For each plan in the ensemble, I then
report the same summary statistic: howmany districts havemoreDemocratic than
Republican votes? The outputs show us the “mere”mathematical consequences of
single-member districts interacting with recent American political geography.

What can we see at a glance? I see two forces here, sometimes aligned and some-
times in opposition.

• A tendency for districted systems to underrepresent minorities, in this case
minority party preferences;

• A Republican advantage.

In the states that lean Republican overall (Figure 10), these point in the same
direction and combine to create aworld of districting plans that favors Republicans
by several seats, so that a proportional outcome (marked by the red line) is rarely
observed under blind districting. This is most dramatic in Ohio’s Senate pattern,
where even a 25% (4 out of 16) showing for Democrats is rare, despite their 39%
vote share. It is fundamentally important to note that this does not mean that one
couldn’t draw a plan with six Dem seats—on the contrary, it is sometimes quite
easy for a person to draw by hand a plan with properties never observed in an
ensemble. But in the world neutrally constructed by the rules, if Ohioans cast votes
in the pattern that they did for Rob Portman against Ted Strickland, but it would
probably takemore than the lifetime of the candidates for Team Strickland to draw
amap from a neutral process that would give him a proportional showing.

10I’m really not exaggerating. See for instance this court filing by the Pennsylvania legislative
leaders (perma.cc/ECU9-PATG), or this statement by the Virginia Division of Legislative Services
(perma.cc/KE85-3A95).

https://perma.cc/ECU9-PATG
https://perma.cc/KE85-3A95
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45.74
Ohio

(16 districts)
Pres16

1 2 3 4

39.04
Ohio

(16 districts)
Sen16

2 3 4 5 6 7

47.33
Georgia
(14 districts)
Pres16

2 3 4 5 6

42.82
Georgia
(14 districts)
Sen16

7 11 15

41.99
Texas

(36 districts)
Pres12

Democratic seats
7 11 15

41.85
Texas

(36 districts)
Sen12

Democratic seats

Figure 10: Consequencesofpolitical geography: howmanyDemocratic-majoritydistrictswould result
from “blind” redistricting (using no partisan data) in Republican-leaning states? The box at top right
tells you what state, howmany districts, and which statewide vote pattern is used in the background.
The dotted line is placed at 50–50, while the red line marks the statewide Democratic vote share in that
election. Thehistogramshows aneutral ensemble of 50,000 compact, contiguous, population-balanced
plansmadewithout partisan data. For example, we observe that a proportional outcome for Democrats
in Texas Congress would be 15 seats for either 2016 vote pattern (see red line), but random plans (in
blue) very rarely achieve that.
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6 7

57.82
Maryland
(8 districts)
Pres16

5 6 7

56.96
Maryland
(8 districts)
Sen16

2 3 4

56.16
Oregon
(5 districts)
Pres16

4 5

62.93
Oregon
(5 districts)
Sen16

8 9

61.79
Massachusetts

(9 districts)
Pres12

Democratic seats
3 4 5 6 7 8

53.78
Massachusetts

(9 districts)
Sen12

Democratic seats

Figure 11: Consequencesofpolitical geography: howmanyDemocratic-majoritydistrictswould result
from “blind” redistricting (using no partisan data) in Democratic-leaning states? The box at top left
tells you what state, howmany districts, and which statewide vote pattern is used in the background.
The dotted line is placed at 50–50, while the red line marks the statewide Democratic vote share in
that election. The histogram shows a neutral ensemble of 50,000 compact, contiguous, population-
balanced plans made without partisan data. For example, we observe that more than half the plans in
the ensemble give a proportional outcome inMassachusetts with respect to Senate voting, but no plans
get close to proportionality for the Presidential vote pattern. This squares with the earlier observation
that elections with two-thirds/one-third vote preferences inMassachusetts produce a district lockout
for theminority party.
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(8 districts)
Pres16
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48.27
Wisconsin
(8 districts)
Sen16
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Pennsylvania
(18 districts)
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Pennsylvania
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48.02
N. Carolina
(13 districts)
Pres16
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N. Carolina
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Figure 12: Consequencesofpolitical geography: howmanyDemocratic-majoritydistrictswould result
from “blind” redistricting (using no partisan data) in very close states that were litigated as Republican
gerrymanders? The box at top right tells you what state, howmany districts, and which statewide vote
pattern is used in the background. The dotted line is placed at 50–50, while the red line marks the
statewide Democratic vote share in that election. The histogram shows a neutral ensemble of 50,000
compact, contiguous, population-balanced plansmade without partisan data. All of these examples
show a tilt by several seats in the Republican direction, with respect to proportionality.
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The outcomes in Democratic-leaning states (Figure 11) are consistent with a ten-
sion between these forces; look at Oregon/Pres16 andMassachusetts/Sen16, for
instance, where a small but substantial lead for the Democratic candidate has not
reaped the same benefits for Democrats as it did for Republicans in the earlier set
of examples.

In the last set (Figure 12), we see that razor-thin statewidemargins do not induce
histograms centered around a 50-50 delegation. Since the races are so close to
even, the explanationmust be spatial, having to do with where the votes fall and
not just with their overall balance. This, then, is the political geography in action.

Why the anti-minoritarian outcomes? Once this is observed, it’s not that hard to
explain the math: having 1/3 of a population, say, does not translate to having
greater than half of a random sample 1/3 of the time. This produces consistent
structural disadvantage for minority groups in districted systems. Smaller groups
canonly be rescuedby spatial concentration,which lets a globalminority appear as
a local majority. These effects were previewedwith the club-suit voters of Section 2
above—only the most clustered configurations gave them ready access to good
representational outcomes.

The precise causes of the partisan lean are harder to diagnose. For one thing, our
discussion of the benefits of clustering is directly at odds with the conventional
wisdom about Democratic disadvantage in contemporary American districting,
where many authors have blamed overconcentration for Democratic shortfalls.
(Namely, through the heavy Democratic lean of urban areas.) Personally, I have
not yet heard a specificmechanism proposed for city effects that is amenable to
modeling. So I think this remains one of the tantalizing open questions in the field:
howdoes thehumanandpolitical geographyofmanyU.S. states in the 21st century
interact with themathematics of districts? And how do the features combine to
produce such a gravitationally tilted playing field for the twomajor parties?

3 .3 REASONING FROM ENSEMBLES

Aspromised,we’vebuilt a fairly powerful descriptive account of redistricting. Using
hard-wondatasets and carefully designed sampling techniques, we’ve set ourselves
up to understand the neutral tendencies when districts divide up territory, letting
the chips fall where theymay against American voting patterns.

From here, there are several normativemoves we canmake—that is, we have some
choices about what we’ll regard as fair. One simple idea is to flag outliers as unfair.
For instance, the wild-looking Pennsylvania plan from 2011 gives four Democratic
seats when you lay it over the Senate 2016 voting pattern, putting it in a tail of the
curve, and indeed in the tail that’s most favorable to the party in charge. And the
plumper and lovelier Twitter map? Also four.

It should not be surprising that all of three of the purple states from Figure 12 saw
legal challenges on the basis of partisan imbalance (thoughWisconsin’s focused on
legislative rather than congressional districting); the world is tilted in a Republican
direction, andRepublican legislatures still chose from the “far side of the bell curve”
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in each case.11 They leaned in to their structural advantage.

But let’s remember that taking up a negative norm (like “don’t be an outlier”) does
not commit you to a positive norm (like “youmust look perfectly typical”). The
fact that 7 seats and 6 seats are at the peak of the bell curves for those election
patterns in Pennsylvania can perhaps help us pull apart the effects of careful parti-
san design from the consequences of the system itself. As such, it might help us
flag a gerrymander.12 But are those neutral plans our best choices for a healthy
democracy?13

4 ADDING THINGS UP

Proportionality along party lines is a ready benchmark, but it’s not the only one
that wemight select. There are many alternatives, such as wanting every sizeable
bloc and region to be reflected in the legislature; ensuring rotation of control by
engineering for competition and responsiveness; promoting continuity in rep-
resentation when it has proven effective; avoiding gridlock by buffering a small
vote advantage to amore secure governing advantage; excluding violent extrem-
ists; and on and on. We can certainly achieve some suite of good-government
goals in a districted system, especially when all the extrinsic factors are favorably
aligned—but our chances of that are better when the lines are drawn by those
who are well informed about the alternatives, and whose incentives align with
legitimate societal goals.

We should never confuse neutrality with fairness, in any context, especially when
the process itself is up for grabs. That is, we have to keep thinking and debating
about our representational ideals and requirements—and seeing how best to draw
districts that measure up. At some point that might even be too big of a strain,
making alternative voting systemsmore attractive. We never signed up for blind
districting, and even districting itself wasn’t graven on tablets as a fundamental
form of American government. As the properties of districting become clearer, we
should keep asking whether and howwe can get good outcomes, whatever we take
good outcomes to be.

The sum total of some years of obsessive study of this stuff has left me with some
big-picture views, many of which will be explored (or challenged!) by the authors
in this volume.
11Relative to (Pres16,Sen16) voting, the legislatures’ enacted plans give these Democratic party out-

comes: Wisconsin (2,2), Pennsylvania (6,4), and North Carolina (3,3). The state courts ultimately issued
replacement plans: Pennsylvania (8,5) and North Carolina (5,5). TheWisconsin case was federal and
hit a dead end.
12Asmy friend and collaborator Jordan Ellenberg memorably put it not so long ago, “The opposite of

gerrymandering isn’t proportional representation; the opposite of gerrymandering is not gerrymander-
ing.” The Supreme Court’s Math Problem, March 29, 2019. perma.cc/R6VJ-CDPM
13This question takes on a whole different fairness dimension applied to racial and ethnic minorities

instead of mutable party preferences; see [2] for an extended discussion of the merits of race-blind
redistricting.

https://perma.cc/R6VJ-CDPM
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4 .1 THINGS I DON’T BELIEVE IN

1. Presenting any single number as ametric of fairness. Given all of the com-
plexity of balancingmultiple objectives, youmight say that the premise that
fairness could be captured in a single statistic is implausible on its face. After
years of studying the various attempts to score fairness, I can tell you that it’s
unsupportable on closer review as well. This does not doom our ability to
handle it well. Wehave a system for decidingwhen there’s been amurder, and
we’re comfortable with the fact that this requires complex, interdisciplinary
evidence that could come from chemistry, ballistics, psychology, etc. We
don’t expect it all to be captured in a “murder score.”

2. Especially any singlenumberwithaprescribed ideal. People often feel that
a non-gerrymanderedmapwouldhave such-and-such aproperty in a state of
nature. For instance,we’ve spilt a lot of inkon (a) thenearlyuniversal intuition
that neutral districting attains rough proportionality, and (b) the finding that
it does not. It might be just as tempting to believe, for instance, that a non-
gerrymanderedmap would have a roughly equal number of “wasted votes”
for each party.14 Likewise, if a certain election had a statewide average of 60%
for one party, wemight expect that a truly neutral outcome would have the
same number of districts over 60% as under 60%.15 But districted plurality
outcomes are a highly geometrized andnonlinear affair, and there’s no reason
at all for these ideals to obtain in the absence of gerrymandering. Instead, if
you want to know if a score is good, there’s just no reasonable way around
comparing to the others that are actually achievable in your particular setting.

3. Redistricting as optimization.Whenmany technical people take up the re-
districting problem, they import a paradigm that I think is unhelpful, which
is to look for an objective function (some sort of grand unified score of good-
ness) and seek a plan that optimizes it. But redistricting never has been—and
shouldn’t be—a literal matter of finding the best map, even if you did have a
reliably informative score in hand. The whole project of drawing good terri-
torial districts is about capturing community while working with an eye to
representational balance, and this means it’s properly a human and holistic
affair. We wouldn’t and shouldn’t be satisfied that one plan is chosen over
another qualitatively very different one because its score is better in the fifth
decimal place. Computational redistricting can help people to understand
tradeoffs and generate novel alternatives, but it works best as assistance
rather than outsourcing.

4. Redistricting as a game.While computer scientists reach for optimization,
economists often reach for game theory as a paradigm to make sense of
fairness. Here, the state might be regarded as a resource that should be
divided “fairly” among game-playing agents.16 But this typically sets up
redistricting as an adversarial game between the political parties, and all the
other qualities that make a planmatter fall away to ancillary status.

14This is the efficiency gap test.
15This is roughly what is called themean-median test.
16There is really some beautiful math in this direction. See Pegden–Procaccia–Yu, Landau, etc. [4, 5]
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5. Confusingrulesof thumbfor lawsofnature.Whenthingsarehard tomodel,
it’s totally reasonable, even essential, to use rules of thumb. But often a
shortcut gets elevated to amethod and the simplifications thatmade it useful
turn into conceptual baggage. From “uniform partisan swing” to “the seats-
votes curve” to a “vote index” that captures the sum total of a state’s likely
voting behavior, this field is full of those. Interdisciplinarity can sometimes
provide needed conceptual independence from standard constructs, making
space for novel ideas.

6. Gerrymandering tests only a computer can pass. (Or even worse, gerry-
mandering tests that only your own algorithm can pass!) This is a clear risk
when computational indicators are elevated as badges of fairness. For in-
stance, imagine that we are presented with a human-generated string of 0s
and 1s andwe’re trying to judge if they were generatedwithout a bias towards
one kind of digit. That is really different from asking if they are statistically
indistinguishable from binary seqeuncesmade from random number gen-
erators. It’s well known that people are bad at imitating coinflips: a human
trying to be fair is much more likely to write 01001010111011001010 than
01111100011100100001 even though they are equally likely for a perfect uni-
form coinflip process. Anomaly detection is important, but it’s a whole lot
less useful if it devolves intomere human detection. To avoid this, it’s essen-
tial that gerrymandering tests be “ground-truthed” on plans that were made
without gerrymandering intent.

7. “Democrats pack themselves.” As I’ve argued above, the conventional wis-
dom around urban disadvantage is underdeveloped, and identifyingmecha-
nisms for this should be a big research question in the coming years. Mean-
while, the good news is that we canmodel the effect, and identify its magni-
tude.

8. The tyranny of themedian. So you’ve got an ensemble of alternatives! What
do you do with it? Demanding that a plan should fall right in themiddle of
the distribution to be deemed fair is a little bit like demanding that a coin
should have exactly 50 heads in 100 flips. If you get 54 heads, we shouldn’t
conclude a slight pro-heads bias; that is well in the normal range.

4 .2 THINGS I DO BELIEVE IN

1. Arguing from alternatives.

2. Ranges, not ideals.

3. Using quantitative information to tell a qualitative story.

4. Mathematical modeling of rules and their consequences.

5. Community.

6. Humans.
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5 CONCLUSION: WHAT’S NEXT?

In working on redistricting, I have tried to look for the places where mathematical
thinking andmodeling canmake an intervention that helps people to understand
and clarify their representational goals. This has also led me to identify some
contexts in which districts are just not the right tool for the job, and to study other
systems of election (particularly ranked choice voting) that may better promote
shared goals and ideals of fairness.

In themeantime we can work to build better districts. Since the last big decennial
redistricting, quite a few states have shifted the way they draw the lines: voters
in Colorado, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Utah, and Virginia all approved redistrict-
ing reform at the ballot box. As we’ve watched new independent or bipartisan
commissions get spun up all over the country, they differ in the kinds of help they
are seeking. Some of them are sticking with old-school consultants, or even duel-
ing consultants (Democratic and Republican). Others are calling in the kinds of
analysis you’ve seen introduced here, hoping to see where their plans fall in the
world of possibility. At the same time, Congress is debating voting bills that contain
elements of redistricting reform. Then there’s the looming inevitability of litigation.
In all of these settings, fancy algorithms and shiny metrics will be leveraged for
litmus tests and beauty contests just as much as for measured analysis.

The spirit of this chapter, and I hope of this book as well, is to use the best available
tools and perspectives frommany fields to help us understand and improve this
enigmatic, deeply American, and nowwidely mistrusted electoral device: plurality
districts.

How should we govern ourselves? Who should represent us? How should we elect?
To answer these questions requires reflection, not (just) calculation. With law and
computing and geography and political thought colliding productively, and with
reform energy all over the country, the 2021 redistricting cycle stands to be an
innovative and exciting one.
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